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CAA planning to install e-gates at seven airports 
RAWALPINDI: The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is going to introduce e-gates, a self-
automated service option, at seven major airports which will scan eligible travellers 
passports and clear their immigration without any delay. 
 
This was stated by Aviation Secretary Hassan Nasir Jamy while talking to Emirates 
Airlines Vice President Mohammad Sarhan. 
 
Initially, e-gates will be installed in two phases at seven major airports, including 
Karachi, Islamabad, Lahore, Peshawar, Quetta, Multan and Faisalabad. E-gate data will 
be protected under cyber security law. 
 
E-gate is an automated self-service barrier at immigration checkpoints on airports 
which will also ascertain whether a traveler is a security risk or not by using facial 
recognition technology. 
 
The secretary said the aviation industry in Pakistan continued to grow with one million 
additional passengers entering Pakistan every year. 
 
Dubai and Pakistan aviation sectors are important for economies of their respective 
countries. Both countries will increase their mutual cooperation in aviation sector. 
 
Both sides agreed on developing strong relations in the field of aviation, a press release 
issued by Aviation Division said. 
 
Federal Secretary also added that Pakistan and Dubai are brotherly countries. “Our 
relations are warm and cordial based on trust and respect,” he said. 
 
Similarly, Mohammad Sarhan said that Emirates was keen on enhancing ties with 
Pakistan Civil Aviation Authority. 
 
Hassan Nasir Jamy said that Pakistan’s aviation sector is very dynamic and growing. 
 
He mentioned that national Aviation Policy, 2019 was creating ease of doing business in 
aviation sector resulting in improving image of Pakistan in global business industry. 
 
He gave instance of Gerry’s Dnata which is expanding its operation in Pakistan by 
opening cargo handling facilities in Karachi. 
 
He also mentioned that many international airlines were interested in starting their 
flight operations in Pakistan, including Pegasus (Turkey), Azal (Azerbaijan) and 
Shamwing(Syria). 


